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We offer an explanation for how dendrite growth can be inhibited when Li metal pouch cells are subjected to external loads, even
for cells using soft, thin separators. We develop a contact mechanics model for tracking Li surface and sub-surface stresses where
electrodes have realistically (micron-scale) rough surfaces. Existing models examine a single, micron-scale Li metal protrusion
under a fixed local current density that presses more or less conformally against a separator or stiff electrolyte. At the larger, sub-mm
scales studied here, contact between the Li metal and the separator is heterogeneous and far from conformal for surfaces with realistic
roughness: the load is carried at just the tallest asperities, where stresses reach tens of MPa, while most of the Li surface feels no force at
all. Yet, dendrite growth is suppressed over the entire Li surface. To explain this dendrite suppression, our electrochemical/mechanics
model suggests that Li avoids plating at the tips of growing Li dendrites if there is sufficient local stress; that local contact stresses
there may be high enough to close separator pores so that incremental Li+ ions plate elsewhere; and that creep ensures that Li
protrusions are gradually flattened. These mechanisms cannot be captured by single-dendrite-scale analyses.
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Using lithium (Li) metal anodes is a focus of next-generation bat-
teries due to their high capacity.1–3 However, the development of Li-
metal batteries with liquid electrolytes, the focus of this work, has
encountered a number of problems,4–6 such as loss of active Li (loss
of capacity) as the Li reacts with the electrolyte; and formation and
growth of Li protrusions (commonly referred to as dendrites), which
results in “dead” Li. Li protrusions can also penetrate through the sep-
arator and cause a short circuit,2,7–11 potentially resulting in a fire.12

A number of experimental observations3,5,13–15 have shown that
applying an external mechanical force on a Li metal pouch cell with
a liquid electrolyte can inhibit dendrite growth, thereby reducing ca-
pacity loss, extending life, and improving safety. To understand this
behavior, analytical and numerical studies have been undertaken to de-
scribe the influence of local mechanical stresses on dendrite initiation
and growth, including phase field models,16,17 which study dynamics at
the interfaces between the electrolyte and dendrites; surface-tension
models,18–21 which study the conditions for dendrite initiation and
growth velocity in liquid electrolytes; Brownian statistical models,22–25

which analyze the morphology evolution of deposited species; and the
Chazalviel electromigration-limited model,9,26–28 which considers that
dendrite initiation is induced by an electrodeposition process.

The most widely used model for understanding how mechani-
cal forces inhibit dendrite growth is that proposed by Monroe and
Newman.19,29 This model assumes that a growing Li protrusion (incip-
ient dendrite) under a fixed current density pushes against a polymer
electrolyte or separator such that they are in perfect or near-perfect
(conformal) contact, and it calculates minimum mechnical proper-
ties of the polymer such that Li protrusions do not grow in length.
Srinivasan et al.30 have recently proposed extensions of this model by
relaxing many of the assumptions in the Monroe-Newman model and
applied them to soft gel, polymer, and ceramic electrolytes. The orig-
inal Monroe-Newman model, which focuses on the shear strength of
the separator, has some important limitations. For example, ceramic
solid electrolytes, with sufficient shear modulus to prevent dendrites
according to the model, suffer from defects and grain boundaries that
are susceptible to dendrite penetration, demonstrating the importance
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of considering real rather than ideal model systems. Furthermore, even
glass solid electrolytes with few or no grain boundaries suffer from
dendrite penetration.31–35 Dendrite suppression with soft separators
under an external load3 would also seem to violate its predictions.

Most of the work mentioned above has focused on the influence
of local mechanical stresses at the dendrite- or micron-scale, an un-
derstanding of which is clearly necessary for analyzing growth of Li
protrusions. In the Monroe-Newman calculations, the current within
the typically 1–10 cubic μm at the growing protrusion is fixed. How-
ever, as we show below, because of the nature of contact between
rough surfaces such as between Li metal, the cathode, and the sepa-
rator, stresses caused by micron-sized asperity contact at one location
can affect the stresses at many other asperity contacts in the surround-
ing regions. Thus, capturing the behavior of the system interaction in
full is difficult with a single-dendrite-scale analysis. Spatial hetero-
geneity is known to play an important role in battery degradation;10,36

however, to our knowledge, there have been no investigations of the
effects of spatial heterogeneity, on a scale larger than a single dendrite,
of mechanical contact stresses that are generated when a macroscopic
external pressure is applied to electrodes with realistic (rough at the
micron-scale) surfaces.

Theoretical work aimed at accounting for spatial heterogeneity in
pressure must consider the nature of the cell architecture, including
modeling the contacts for a realistically rough cathode—its porosity,
generally near or above 30% for commercial cathodes, ensures that its
surface is rough. A significant level of roughness is inevitable for the Li
metal as well,3,11,37–40 which adds to the complexity of the stress field.

In this work, we ask how an external pressure can inhibit den-
drite growth in lithium metal batteries, even in the absence of a stiff
(shear strength > 1 GPa)20 electrolyte or separator. Our approach is
to model the mechanical and associated electrochemical-mechanical
interactions of a single electrode pair under experimental conditions
similar to those used by Dahn et al.3 In those experiments, a Cu foil
current collector supported by a rigid structure served as the nega-
tive electrode upon which Li metal was deposited during charging.
We used that work to guide our modeling because the experiment and
analysis were particularly well characterized and because it showed a
beneficial effect of presure, even for a thin separator whose mechan-
ical properties would not have been expected19,30 to inhibit dendrite
growth according to the Monroe-Newman model.
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Figure 1. 3D structure of a lithium (Li) battery material system.

We consider the Li-separator and cathode-separator interfaces to
be contact interfaces (where stresses are calculated), while the in-
terface between the Cu foil and the Li metal is treated as an inter-
nal material interface. A contact interface involving rough surfaces
can be modeled by using a semi-analytical method (SAM) built on
core analytical solutions and supported by efficient numerical ap-
proaches, including the conjugate gradient method (CGM)41 and the
fast Fourier transform (FFT) method.42,43 SAMs have been used for
solving numerous contact problems, such as magnetoelectroelastic
contacts,44–46 elastoplastic contacts,47–50 and contact involving rough
surfaces.51–54 Derivation of the core analytical solutions, in terms
of displacements and stresses, is essential for developing a contact
model and simulating the surface interactions in such structures. Here,
a novel 3D Li metal-separator-cathode contact model is developed
via two single interactive SAM-based analyses of single electrode
pairs, aiming to properly capture the long-range effects of rough sur-
face interations on the performance of the electrode interfaces sub-
jected to Li elastoplastic/creep deformations and plating/stripping.
This approach is then combined with an electrochemical-mechanical
analysis in order to evaluate the effects of local pressure on local
electrochemistry.

Formulation for 3D Contacts of Li-Separator-Cathode Interfaces

Problem description.—Figure 1 illustrates the 3D structure of a Li
metal pouch cell with a single electrode pair. A liquid electrolyte fills
the pores, shown in white. We assume that, since there is essentially
100% pore connectivity in commercial electrodes,55 excess electrolyte
can be locally squeezed out under any local load—ultimately, to the
edges of the pouch, as is the case for gases56—so that for purposes
of these calculations we assign a zero modulus to these regions and
ignore their contribution to the local pressure, even though the pores
always remain filled with electrolyte. The Poiseuille equation predicts
that for a pressure differential of 1 atm, an electrolyte viscosity of
2 cp,57 and a pore diameter of 0.1 μm, electrolyte can flow through
the electrode in less than 1 second, supporting this assumption.

Rectangular Cartesian coordinates (x, y, zLi ), (x, y, zSep) and
(x, y, zCu) are introduced with the positive zLi axis oriented into the
depth direction (or the vertical direction) of the Li metal, the positive
zSep axis oriented into that of the separator, and the positive zCu axis
oriented into that of the copper, as shown in Figure 1. The Li-separator-
cathode contact problem is subject to the following considerations:

• During the charge cycle, the thickness of the Li metal increases
from 2 μm to 18 μm, corresponding to an incremental 3.3 mAh.3

Simultaneously, the external load increases. We treat the copper foil
plus its supporting structure as a half space, where any effects from
the far side of the supporting structure are considered as part of the
fixed boundary condition. The elastic modulus of the copper foil on
the rigid support is taken to be that of copper.

• The separator is treated as continuous body whose only important
property is its elasticity. (See below for additional discussion.)

• We assume that the Li metal is elastic-perfectly-plastic for low-
to-moderate strain rates (<3 × 10−4 sec−1),58 or viscoplastic subject
to creep otherwise.

• The cathode is treated as a rigid body because the elas-
tic moduli for all commercial cathode particles are much larger
(>100 GPa) than those of its contact partners—a polypropylene sepa-
rator (∼0.22GPa59,60) and Li metal. The binder can be relatively soft,
but we assume that the calendering process, which occurrs at high
pressures before assembly, has made the cathode much more rigid
(jammed) in compression than the separator and the Li metal.61 (Cal-
endering, a process carried out for commercial electrodes, can reduce
the porosity by up to a factor of 2,62 with the compressive forces
used in calendering ultimately limited by the fracture strength of the
particles.63,64) Our analysis assumes a calendered electrode to make it
relevant to real-world systems.

• The lengths of the system, Lc in the x and y directions, are taken
to be infinite relative to the separator thickness hSep (13.5 μm).

• Local contact stresses induce electrochemical overpotentials that
may affect local plating.

Interfacial conditions.—Li-Separator (Li-Sep) interfacial
conditions.—We introduce a 3D rough surface profile sLi(x, y) of
the Li as a function of lateral coordinate variables x and y. The
gap gLi−Sep(x, y) at the Li-Separator interface (i.e. zLi = zSep = 0)
can be calculated by considering the deformation, roughness, and
morphological evolution due to Li ions plating/stripping and to Li
creep,

gLi−Sep(x, y) = uLi,z(x, y, 0) + uSep,z(x, y, 0) + sLi(x, y)

− δLi−Sep − dLi−creep(x, y) + γ · dLi−p/s(x, y), [1]

where uLi,z(x, y, 0) and uSep,z(x, y, 0) are the surface vertical displace-
ment components of the Li and the separator, respectively, gLi−Sep(x, y)
is the gap between the Li and the separator, δLi−Sep is the relative rigid-
body motion between Li and the separator, dLi−creep(x, y) is the height
decrease due to Li creep effects, and dLi−p/s(x, y) is the height change
due to Li ions plating on or stripping from the Li electrode, with γ = 1
for the charging process, and γ = −1 for the discharging process.
Mechanical contact.—Due to the roughness of the Li surface, the con-
tact and non-contact regions at the Li-Sep interface are complementary
to each other, where the contact region �Li−Sep is subjected to contact
pressure p (at the Li-Sep interface). Hence, the contact condition for
pressure distributions can be written as,

p(x, y) > 0 & gLi−Sep(x, y) = 0, ∀(x, y) ∈ �Li−Sep,

p(x, y) = 0 & gLi−Sep(x, y) > 0, ∀(x, y) /∈ �Li−Sep,
[2]

where the overall mechanical equilibrium condition for the packing
force W in the modeled region, must satisfy∫

�Li−Sep

p (x, y) dxdy = W. [3]

The surface stresses in the Li and separator at the Li-Sep interface
(i.e. zLi = zSep = 0) can be written as,

σLi,zx (x, y, 0) = 0, σLi,zy(x, y, 0) = 0, σLi,zz(x, y, 0) = −p(x, y),

[4]

σSep,zx (x, y, 0) = 0, σSep,zy(x, y, 0) = 0, σSep,zz(x, y, 0) = −p(x, y),

[5]
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where σzx (x, y, 0) and σzy(x, y, 0) are the surface shear stress compo-
nents, and σzz(x, y, 0) is the surface normal stress.
Li creep.—Creep plays a critical role in understanding the mechanics
of Li metal.58,65,66 Most creep work has examined more-or-less pure
Li metal,39,58,65,67–69 while the Li metal involved in electroplating is
laced with SEI (solid electrolyte interphase), which might act as a
hard coating or as a reinforcement. Nevertheless, we will use existing
data for pure Li in the following analysis to provide a semi-quantitative
picture of creep evolution of plated Li. The generalized creep law can
be written as,58,66

ε̇creep (x, y) = A[σ (x, y)]m exp

(
− Qc

RT

)
, [6]

where ε̇creep(x, y) is the strain rate due to creep, A is a material constant,
σ(x, y) is the stress, m is the stress exponent, Qc is the creep activation
energy, R is the gas constant, and T is the absolute temperature. The
importance of creep increases when longer time frames are considered.
Li plating/stripping.—Under galvanostatic control with a spatially av-
eraged current density I , mass conservation of Li ions leads to

∫ [
ḋLi−p/s (x, y) dxdy

] = I · MLi

ρF
· ALi, [7]

where ḋLi−p/s(x, y) is the rate of height change due to Li ions plating
on or stripping from Li electrode, MLi is the molar mass of Li, ρ is
the mass density of Li, F is the Faraday constant, and ALi is the cross-
sectional area of the Li electrode. Local current density i(x,y) may vary
with location due to local overpotentials or to changes in properties of
the separator, as discussed below.

Separator-Cathode interfacial conditions.—Surface roughness
was measured for a commercial LiFePO4 (LFP) cathode harvested
from a dry A123 20Ah pouch cell using a Bruker Dektak XT Stylus
Profilometer. We take this surface to be representative of commercial,
calendered61 cathodes. A 1000μm x 1000μm region was interrogated
with a 1 μm spacing, averaging over any structures at the sub-micron
scale to study interactions at the sub-mm scale. The surface profile
is considered as a 3D function of lateral coordinate variables x and
y, i.e. sCath(x, y). In the presence of a packing force W , the cathode
surface asperities penetrate into the separator, deforming it. The verti-
cal displacement uSep,z of the separator at the Sep-Cath interface (i.e.
zSep = hSep) can be written as,

uSep,z(x, y, hSep) = −sCath(x, y) + gSep−Cath(x, y) + δSep−Cath + dSE ,
[8]

where gSep−Cath(x, y) is the gap between the separator and the cathode,
and δSep−Cath is the relative rigid-body motion between the separator
and cathode, dSE is the uniform volumetric change of the cathode.

Due to the roughness of the cathode surface, contact and non-
contact regions in the Sep-Cath interface are complementary, where
the contact region �Sep−Cath is subjected to a deformation constraint
q (caused by cathode asperities). Hence, the contact condition for
deformation constraints q can be written as,

q(x, y) = sCath(x, y) − δSep−Cath & gSep−Cath(x, y) = 0,

∀(x, y) ∈ �Sep−Cath,

q(x, y) = 0 &gSep−Cath(x, y) > 0, ∀(x, y) /∈ �Sep−Cath. [9]

Due to the lack of bonding at the Sep-Cath interface (i.e. zSep = hSep),
the shear stresses on the separator at the Sep-Cath interface vanish,

σSep,zx (x, y, hSep) = 0,
σSep,zy(x, y, hSep) = 0.

[10]

The overall mechanical equilibrium condition for the normal stress at
the Sep-Cath interface must satisfy∫

�Sep−Cath

∣∣σSep,zz(x, y, hSep)
∣∣ dxdy = W . [11]

Li-Cu interfacial conditions.—Following the experiments of Dahn
et al.,3 we assume an initial 2 μm thick Li film that is perfectly bonded
to the Cu; Li metal is added during the charge step. Displacements at
the Li-Cu interface (i.e. zLi = hLi and zCu = 0) are

uLi,x (x, y, hLi ) = uCu,x (x, y, 0),
uLi,y(x, y, hLi ) = uCu,y(x, y, 0),
uLi,z(x, y, hLi ) = uCu,z(x, y, 0),

[12]

Displacement and stress solutions.—The boundary-value prob-
lem described by Eqs. 1–12 can be handled by a fast Fourier transform
(FFT)-based numerical process, if the Fourier-transformed solutions
of displacements and stresses at the Cu-Li and the separator-rigid cath-
ode systems are analytically solvable.

The Fourier-transformed elastic displacements and stress solutions
for the Cu-Li metal system can be found in Ref. 43, also provided in
the Supplementary Information S1. The Fourier transformed displace-
ments and stresses for the separator-rigid cathode system can be ob-
tained starting from the Lamé-Navier equations using the Papkovich–
Neuber potentials and by considering the interfacial conditions Eqs. 5,
8–10. Solutions and derivation details are also presented in the Sup-
plementary Information S2.

FFT-based elastic-perfectly-plastic contact modeling.—In the
FFT-based numerical process, the contact information (e.g. pressure,
contact stress) and profiles of the Li and cathode surfaces are taken as
discrete data from an infinite sequence along the x and y directions.
A representative portion, Lc × Lc, in the x − y plane is selected as the
physical domain, assuming that Lc × Lc is one period of the whole
structure, as shown in Figure 2. This means the overall information,
including surface features, loading conditions, and mechanical behav-
iors, are taken as periodically repeated from those in the representative
Lc × Lc.

To operate the FFT-based algorithm, the solutions in Displace-
ment and stress solutions section need to be obtained in the form of
frequency response functions (FRFs) by the continuous convolution
and FFT (CC-FT) algorithm.70 Details of CC-FT algorithm are given
in Supplementary Information S3. The contact simulation was written
in Fortran, involving the CC-FT algorithm70 and the conjugate gradi-
ent method (CGM).41 The details of the contact algorithm and a flow
diagram are given in Supplementary Information S4.

In most elastic-perfectly-plastic contact models involving rough
surfaces, when yield occurs at the surface of materials, we can simply
truncate the contact pressure peaks at the material hardness, which is
typically (depending on the sample geometry) about 3 times the yield
strength σY . (Hardness, a measure of resistance to plastic deformation
from indentation, is higher than the yield strength in tension because
subsurface material must be pushed out of the way.) As shown in
Ref. 71, the accuracy of the pressure calculation when using such a
truncation treatment increases with decreasing material yield strength,
indicating that truncation for Li, which has a low yield strength, should
be acceptably accurate.

In the following numerical computation, the physical representa-
tive domain of Lc × Lc was discretized with a 400 × 400 subset grid
in the x and y directions, where the periodic length of the modeled
interface is set to Lc = 400 μm, and the spatial resolution is 1 μm.
At this size, the major features of the surface are included, and CPU
times for our time-dependent 3D calculations are reasonable.

To calculate the Li subsurface stresses, the Li was discretized with
200 grid points in the z direction. The spacing of these grid points
depended on the subsurface stress gradients. The macroscopic exter-
nal pressure is calculated by P = W/(Lc × Lc ) where W is the total
packing force applicable to this representative domain.

Experiment shows that under low pressures, plated Li can be
porous,3,13 while deposition at higher pressure can lead to a denser
material. In the Dahn et al. pressurized experiments,3 run at a current
density of 0.6 mA/cm2 (corresponding to roughly 3 μm Li per hour),
a Li metal thickness increase of ∼250μm was measured during de-
position in their multi-electrode-pair cell, compared to a calculated
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Figure 2. Illustration of a representative portion of the Cu-Li-separator-cathode layers, Lc × Lc.

thickness increase of 254μm. This calculation explicitly assumed that
the plated Li was fully dense at 0.534 g/cm3. (No account was taken of
any volume change in their cathode, but we have measured the crys-
tallographic volume change of their cathode material to be less than
1% upon delithiation.72) The agreement, to within about 2% between
the calculated and measured thickness increase, argues that the plated
Li in their high-pressure experiments was reasonably close to fully
dense.

There is considerable discussion in the literature over the appro-
priate value to use for the compressive yield strength of Li metal. Low
values for bulk Li have been measured73,74 in the range of 0.41 to
0.89 MPa. However, more recent work has found that the compressive
yield strength depends strongly on the size of the Li structure,67,68 with
a value of 100 MPa reported for 1μm features. Furthermore, Janek
et al.75 have shown that the interface resistance between Li metal and
a solid electrolyte decreases inversely pressure to at least 41 MPa, sug-
gesting a hardness at least that high with a corresponding yield strength
greater than 13 MPa. In the absence of definitive yield strength data,
we have performed calculations for the three yield-strength values,
0.66, 10, and 100 MPa, shown in Table I, to consider a wide range of
possible Li performances. By covering this range, we also take into
account an increase in yield strength of Li due to the presence of SEI76

or other impurities (see below).

Results and Analysis

Model properties and verification.—The cathode surface profile is
shown in Figure 3a. As expected, the measured roughness of this com-
mercial (calendered) electrode is relatively low. The surface roughness
of Li metal varies dramatically,37 within each cycle and from cycle to
cycle, and it can include protrusions formed during charge as well as
voids formed during discharge.39,40 Rather than trying to capture the
full range of possible Li surfaces in our calculations, we will consider
2 cases: a perfectly smooth Li surface and a surface with a sinusoidal
form, sLi(x, y) = A0 cos(2πx/λ) cos(2πy/λ), where we have taken
A0 = 1.0μm and λ = 40μm, Figure 3b, as an example. Each peak
may be considered as a model Li protrusion (incipient dendrite); each
valley may be considered as a model void. We believe that by analyzing

Table I. Material properties of lithium metal, polypropylene
separator and copper.

Lithium Separator Copper

Elastic modulus E [GPa] 7.8269 0.2259 100
Poisson’s ratio ν 0.38166 0.4 0.33
Yield strength σY [MPa] 0.66,58 10, 10067 - -

simple surfaces, we can obtain a semi-quantitative understanding of
local stresses and their distributions for a range of realistic conditions.

When the separator thickness hSep approaches infinity, the coeffi-
cients in Eq. (S2.16) become C = −1/α, C̄ = 0, D = (1 − 2νSep)/α2,
and D̄ = 0. Therefore, the Fourier-transformed displacement in Eq.
(S2.8) yields ˜̃uSep,z = (1 − νSep )̃ p̃/(μSepα), which is identical to the
classical solutions to a half-space given in Ref. 42, confirming that the
Fourier-transformed solutions with their coefficients Eqs. (S2.6-S2.14,
S2.16) are correctly calculated for this case. To further verify the CC-
FT based numerical modeling, we compared the term, δSep−Cath−uSep,z

(ignoring the volumetric change of the cathode, which is less than
1%),72 at the separator-cathode interface with the cathode surface
profile, sCath, of Figure 3a, for the problem of a large macroscopic
external pressure P = 1, 585kPa, a Li thickness hLi = 18μm, and the
Li surface profile sLi of Figure 3b. For such a large external pressure,
the calculation led to no gap between the separator and the cathode.
As shown in Figure 3c, δSep−Cath − uSep,z calculated from the present
numerical model agrees well with the surface profile sCath. Figure 3c
simply indicates that the results of our calculation are consistent with
the interfacial condition given in Eq. 8.

Contact stress calculation.—We first calculate the Li contact stress
under loading conditions during cell operation. This section focuses
on static contact without considering Li creep during charging and
discharging processes. In effect, we are considering here the case when
microstructure changes due to creep are slow compared to those due to
deposition. An analysis for the case when creep and deposition occur
at comparable rates is provided in Creep of Li section below.

Smooth Li.—Figures 4 and 5 plot the Li surface stress contours
(x − y section), and Li subsurface von Mises stress contours (y − z
section) for smooth Li surfaces with assumed yield strengths of
σY = 0.66MPa, 10MPa and 100MPa. In both figures, the pres-
ence of local contact is due to the roughness effect of the cathode
surface transmitted through the separator. In the experiments,3 the
packing pressure increased with Li thickness hLi, and we modeled 3
cases taken from their Table I, where (P, hLi ) = (744 kPa, 2μm),
(1, 205 kPa, 11μm), and (1, 585 kPa, 18μm). Our calculation results
show no gaps between the separator and the cathode at these high
pressures, which means their surfaces are conformal, and the entire
separator-cathode interface carries load. On the other hand, the Li-
separator interface is not conformal. Red, green, and yellow regions
in Figures 4a and 5a show areas where there is contact between the
separator and the Li, while the blue regions denote regions where the
stress is zero (no contact). Figure 5c shows the gap thickness between
the Li and the separator where white regions show where the gap is
zero, denoting the contact areas. The maximum gap is between 0.5
and 0.6 microns for the case of (P, hLi ) = (744kPa, 2μm). The gap
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Figure 3. (a) Contour map of the measured cathode surface height distribution, sCath; (b) generated sinusoidal height pattern for the Li metal surface sLi; (c)
comparison of the term, δSep−Cath − uSep,z , calculated from the present numerical modeling with the cathode surface profile sCath along the y direction at x = 0,
supporting the validity of the Sep-Cath interface model.

volumes are 2 × 104, 1.3 × 104, and 9×103 μm3, for (P, hLi ) =
(744kPa, 2μm), (1, 205kPa, 11μm), and (1, 585kPa, 18μm), re-
spectively. For the low yield stress case, the surface stress reaches
its maximum value of 1.98MPa, which is 3σY , at most contact points.
The von Mises stress values indicate that subsurface regions below the
contact points are plastically deformed.

For a yield strength of σY = 10MPa, possibly corresponding to that
for the Li structures near 10 μm67 or for Li with a hard coating such as
an SEI,77 the fraction of the area in contact Ap is reduced because the
larger yield strength allows contact asperities to carry more load. The
peak surface stress for this case is 25 MPa, below its maximum value
of 3σY = 30MPa. The peak von Mises stress is 6.66 MPa, lower than
the yield strength, so that no plastic yielding occurs inside the Li metal.
Peak von Mises stress for the case of yield strength σY = 100MPa (1
μm Li structures) are identical to those for σY = 10MPa.

Rough Li.—Figures 6, 7, and 8 plot the Li surface stress contours
(x − y section), and Li subsurface von Mises stress contours (y − z
section) for the “rough” (i.e., sinusoidal with an amplitude of 1 μm) Li
surface of Figure 3b. For the low yield strength case, σY = 0.66MPa,
the surface stress either reaches its maximum value of 1.98MPa or is
0. Most of the subsurface Li below the contact points is plastically
deformed, highlighted by red regions. The surface and sub-surface

stresses for σY = 10MPa, Figure 7, are plastic only near some of
the contact points. For σY = 100MPa, Figure 8, the contact points
can carry larger loads without plasticity. The largest surface stress is
40 MPa, too low for plastic deformation. These results show that Li
protrusions (incipient dendrites) are exposed to significant compres-
sive contact stresses (up to tens of MPa) by the time they are only
1 μm tall.

Figure 9 shows how the smooth (a) and sinusoidal (b) Li surfaces
deform against the cathode for external pressures of P = 744, 1,205,
and 1,585 kPa. The cathode surface profile along the y direction (for
x = 0) from Figure 3a is also plotted as a dotted line in Fig. 9a for
comparison. For a smooth Li surface, asperity peaks of the rigid cath-
ode surface penetrate into the separator, as described by interfacial
condition Eq. 6. As expected, corresponding convex crests appear on
the separator surface at the Li-separator interface. For the sinusoidal
surface, direct contacts between the Li asperities and separator become
stronger, so that the Li stress distribution is dominated by details of
the Li surface profile in this example.

Lighter loads.—The previous calculation results show that for an
external pressure of P = 744 kPa or greater, the cathode surface
is completely conformal with the soft separator. Figure 10a plots
the surface contact stresses on Li for lighter external pressures of
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Figure 4. (a) Surface stress contours in Li, and (b) subsurface von Mises stress contours at x = 0 in Li, for Li yield strength σY = 0.66MPa under various external
pressures and Li thicknesses (P, hLi ) = (744kPa, 2μm), (1205kPa, 11μm), and (1585kPa, 18μm), for the cathode surface shown in Figure 3a and a smooth Li
surface.

P = 100, 200, and 300 kPa, and a Li thickness of hLi = 10μm. For
such pressures, which may be of practical interest, there are gaps be-
tween the separator and cathode, shown in red, green, blue and yellow
regions in Figure 10b. Separator-cathode gap maps for the rough Li
case are identical to those for smooth Li case. Figure 11 plots the frac-
tion of the area in contact as a function of the external pressure, for both
the Li-separator and separator-cathode interfaces. When the external
pressure is 500kPa, the whole cathode interface is in contact with the
separator, while only 12.6% of the Li is in contact with the separator.

Important properties of the separator.—We first point out two
important properties of the separator. (1) Although we are treating the
separator as a homogeneous solid, in fact it is heterogeneous, with
pores that penetrate through it. The smaller in-plane dimension of the
pores is typically about 100 nm78 or less,60 ∼2 orders of magnitude
smaller than the contact regions seen in Figure 5. Thus, from a me-
chanical point of view, treating the separator as homogeneous is a
reasonable approximation at the scale of interest here. (2) Assuming
that all of the separator pores are open and filled with electrolyte, Li+

ions can diffuse through open separator pores for purposes of plating
or stripping just as readily in contact regions as in non-contact regions
(but see discussion below).

Our calculations show that the macroscale interactions studied here
tend to distribute the load in complex patterns that depend on the
surface roughness of the electrodes at a sub-mm scale These stress
fields do depend on mechanical properties of the separator, but in a
manner different from that discussed by Monroe and Newman.19,29,30

Our analysis of the microscopic stresses at sub-mm length scales
shows that even under high packing forces, most of the Li metal surface
is not in contact with the separator (unless we use the low67,68 Li
yield strength of <1 MPa together with very high pressures). We note

that previous work has assumed, implicitly or explicitly, that contact
between the separator and the lithium metal is largely or perfectly
conformal, so that any protrusion that starts to form on charge could
immediately be subject to being “squashed” by a “stiff” separator.
Whatever the validity of this picture at micron or sub-micron scales,
our results indicate that the mechanics involved in pressurizing a Li
metal cell should also take larger scales into account.

The primary question we must ask with respect to our analysis is: In
the absence of a stiff separator,19 and in the absence of physical contact
over most of the Li surface (Figure 5), how can we understand the
experimental observation that an external pressure can impede growth
of Li protrusions over the full surface? We will offer hypotheses that
may, singly or in combination, explain the observations. We will also
propose possible experimental tests of these hypotheses.

Asperities.—Our calculations show that stresses at asperity con-
tacts can exceed the average (macroscale) pressure by as much as 2
orders of magnitude, if we use the recent measurements for the yield
strength67,68 (see below for the effects that SEI may have on the yield
strength). We expect that Li ions will tend to avoid plating in regions
with such high stresses because an incremental Li atom deposited on
the surface of a region under load is at higher energy than one de-
posited on a surface that is not feeling any load. In general, depositing
on the regions that are supporting the external load requires P�V me-
chanical work to displace the cathode surface there (by 15.9 microns
in this case).79

To evaluate the impact of pressure on deposition rate, we evaluate
the Butler-Volmer equation:29,80

iBV = io

[
exp

(
Fη

2RT

)
− exp

(
− Fη

2RT

)]
[13]
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Figure 5. (a) Surface normal stress contours on Li, and (b) subsurface von Mises stress contours in Li, for Li yield strength σY = 10MPa under various external
pressures and Li thickness (P, hLi ) = (744kPa, 2μm), (1205kPa, 11μm), and (1585kPa, 18μm), for the cathode surface shown in Figure 3a and a smooth Li
surface. Results for a yield stress of 100 MPa are identical. (c) Gap contours between the Li and the separator. Only the white regions are in contact.

where iBV is the local reaction rate,

io = io,re f exp

(
��

2RT

)
[13a]

is the effective exchange current density, io,re f is the reference ex-
change current density, R is the gas constant, F is Faraday’s constant,
�� is the change in the electrochemical potential due to pressure ef-
fects, and η is the (transport related) overpotential. Because of the rela-
tively wide aspect ratio of features (low curvature) and low shear mod-
ulus of the separator/electrolyte, we simplify Equation 9 of Ref. 80 to:

�� = 1

2F

(
V̄Li − (1 − tLi+ ) V̄elec

)
�pLi [14]

where V̄Li and V̄elec are the partial molar volumes of lithium and
electrolyte, tLi+ is the transferrence number, and �pLi is the pressure
on the lithium surface.

For conditions shown in Figures 5 and 7 (σY = 10 MPa), the max-
imum surface pressure is near 30 MPa, for smooth or rough surfaces.

Using parameters from Ref. 80, 30 MPa of pressure equates to a po-
tential change of 16 mV. While this may seem small, it reduces the
effective exchange current density by 27%. This lower reaction rate
in the high pressure regions will preferentially lead to higher plating
in low pressure regions, smoothing out deposition patterns.

We conclude that for assumed intermediate-to-high Li yield
strength values, there is a tendency for Li to plate in unstressed regions
(non-contact regions), ultimately allowing the most-stressed regions
to partially unload. On the other hand, for low Li yield strength values
or under conditions where the overpotential is sufficiently small, the
rate of height change ḋLi−p/s in Eq. 7, can be approximated as,

ḋLi−p/s = I · MLi

ρF
· Lc × Lc

1 − Ac
, [15]

where Lc is the cell length, and Ac is the contact area.

Creep of Li.—For moderately fast deposition rates, creep and de-
position should be considered simultaneously. Because the contact
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Figure 6. (a) Li surface stress contours, and (b) Li subsurface von Mises stress contours, for Li yield strength σY = 0.66MPa under various loading groups of
external pressures and Li thickness (P, hLi ) = (744kPa, 2μm), (1205kPa, 11μm), and (1585kPa, 18μm), for the cathode surface shown in Figure 3a and the Li
surface in Figure 3b.

pressure is non-uniformly distributed at the Li/Separator interface, the
strain rate in Eq. 6 is also non-uniformly distributed, and we assume
that only the contact region is subjected to creep effects.

The dynamics of deformation due to rough asperites is quite differ-
ent from that described by the uniaxial creep law Eq. 6; a depth-sensing
indentation creep test is required. As suggested in Ref. 81, the rate of
height loss due to creep, ḋLi−creep, under indentation loadings can be
expressed as,

ḋLi−creep (x, y) = ε̇i−creep (x, y) · uLi,z (x, y) , [16]

where uLi,z(x, y) is the vertical deformation of Li metal. In order to use
the creep law Eq. 6, we need to modify the creep data obtained from
uniaxial tests. As suggested in Ref. 82, the relationship between strain
rates measured with uniaxial ε̇u−creep and indentation tests ε̇i−creep is

ε̇i−creep (x, y) = α · ε̇u−creep (x, y) , [17]

while the relationship between the uniaxial stress and contact pressure
is

p (x, y) = β · σ (x, y) , [18]

where α and β are Bower factors, which are set to α = 0.128 and
β = σY /0.7982, according to Refs. 65,82,83.

Using Eq. 6, the rate of height loss due to creep, ḋLi−creep, can be
expressed as,

ḋLi−creep (x, y) = 0.128 A
[

0.7982p(x,y)
σY

]6.6
exp

(− Qc
RT

) · uLi,z (x, y)

= 10−4 A
[

2.3597p(x,y)
σY

]6.6
exp

(− Qc
RT

) · uLi,z (x, y) ,
[19]

In our work, we choose the stress exponent m = 6.6,
Aexp(−Qc/RT ) = 0.01MPa−ms−1 for T = 298K from Ref. 58. The
factor 10−4 is identical to the strain decay observed in Ref. 66 and
used for calculation in Ref. 84.

We analyzed creep during 5-hour charges using current densi-
ties of I = 0.05, 0.2, and 0.3mA/cm2. We updated the Li mor-
phological profile in Eq. 1 by the rate of height increase from
Eq. 15, and the rate of height loss due to creep Eq. 19, based on
the contact pressure and gaps of each incremental time step of 6s.
Figure 12 shows the fraction in Li-separator contact for constant
packing pressure P = 500, 1, 000, and 2, 000kPa. Figure 13 plots
the fraction in Li-separator contact for a packing pressure varying in
0–2,000kPa. There is a competition between loss of height due to
creep and height gain from electroplating. When these rates are sim-
ilar, the calculated contact area becomes unstable, as can be seen for
P = 500kPa and current densities I = 0.2 and 0.3mA/cm2. Thus, if
dendrite growth is fast compared to characteristic creep times, then
creep does not play a significant role in bringing the system toward
equilibrium where surface features tend to be leveled. Similarly, a
small local overpotential can hardly prevent local deposition at high
current densities. Moreover, the higher the required current density
is, the higher the packing pressure must be for stable Li surface de-
velopments in plating/striping. For the cases analyzed, P ≥ 1 MPa is
needed.

It deserves re-emphasizing that the processes discussed above
can hardly be captured unless stress heterogeneity at greater-than-
dendrite-scale is recognized and multiple asperity interactions are an-
alyzed in the Li-separator-cathode sandwich structure.
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Figure 7. (a) Li surface stress contours, and (b) Li subsurface von Mises stress contours, for Li yield strength σY = 10MPa under various loading groups of
external pressures and Li thickness (P, hLi ) = (744kPa, 2μm), (1205kPa, 11μm), and (1585kPa, 18μm), for the cathode surface shown in Figure 3a and the Li
surface in Figure 3b.

Figure 8. (a) Li surface stress contours, and (b) Li subsurface von Mises stress contours, for Li yield strength σY = 100MPa under various loading groups of
external pressures and Li thickness (P, hLi ) = (744kPa, 2μm), (1205kPa, 11μm), and (1585kPa, 18μm), using the cathode surface shown in Figure 3a and the
Li surface in Figure 3b.
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Figure 9. Li surface profile along the y direction for x = 0 and for different external pressure P = 744, 1205, and 1585 kPa, (a) for smooth Li surface to the case
of Figure 5a, and (b) for rough Li surface to the case of Figure 7a. The cathode surface profile along the y direction is also plotted in Figure 9a for comparison.

Discussion

Additional consequences of the present picture.—Up to now, our
analysis indicates that mechanical forces and subsequent creep will
tend to homogenize the stress field and flatten the Li, but only until
the stress effects at asperities become small compared to the factors
that enhance dendrite growth,11 at which point this mechanism will
no longer operate. Conversely, new protrusions may form and grow
during plating, leading to new asperity contacts, unless the stresses
there become so high that plating moves elsewhere. This picture dif-
fers qualitatively from the Monroe-Newman model in that we are not
focusing on properties of the separator that are needed to prevent local
dendrite lengthening, and we are not specifying a particular local cur-
rent density. Instead, we are focusing on longer-range heterogeneity
in local contact stresses that encourages a more uniform Li plating as
the current density redistributes to regions that may be far away from
any individual protrusion under stress.

We next address the possibility that protrusions could grow as
nanoscale dendrites through the separator pores. There is evidence
that at these modest current densities (well below the limiting current),
dendrite growth through nanoscale pores does not occur. Monroe and
Newman’s Figure 1219 shows that the dendrite radius is larger than
1 micron at the low current densities studied here, compared to the
pore sizes of 0.1 microns or less in the separator. Supporting their cal-
culation, TEM images show14 that incipient dendrites quickly attain
a tip radius of curvature greater than 1 micron. Cui et al.85 found that
Li deposited directly under a separator has a large radius of curvature.
Additionally, Bazant et al.11 showed that the tips of mossy lithium, the
form that grows at low current densities, have large radii of curvature.
Most important, they showed that mossy dendrites do not penetrate
small pores, although their work did not involve any external pressure.
In order to test our asperity picture, we suggest performing a 6Li-7Li
isotope experiment using TOF-SIMS,86,87 where 6Li is deposited un-
der pressure on a 7Li substrate. To the extent that asperity contact stress
plays a role and that separator pores can be ignored, we should see an
initial (before all of the gaps have been filled) patchy surface spatial
distribution of 6Li and 7Li that at least statistically resembles a contact
stress map analogous to Figure 5.

We expect that creep can play an essential role in determining
Li morphology for time scales much longer than minutes.58 Once a
mechanical situation such as that shown in Figure 5 is created, Li metal
will begin to creep away from regions of high stress to regions of low
stress during intervals such as after charging but before discharging, or
even during charge. This possibility can be tested by rapidly charging
multiple cells under identical electrochemical but various pressure

conditions. The cells can then be held at rest, opened at appropriate
intervals, and examined ex-situ to see if the Li surfaces have flattened
(relaxed) with time in a statistical sense.

Experiment shows that growth of Li protrusions/dendrites depends
on electrolyte chemistry.3,85,88,89 A plausible contributing factor, we
suggest, is that the relatively stiff SEI films could coat the Li metal
or act as a reinforcement forming a Li/SEI composite. In either case,
the plated Li would have a higher yield stress (overpotential) and
lower creep rates compared to pure Li. This effect has been observed
by Cheng et al.76 Since SEI mechanical properties likely vary for
different electrolytes, significant effects of electrolyte chemistry on
dendrite growth can be expected. In addition, temperature could be
expected to play an important role in the composition and properties of
SEI, perhaps explaining the increased coulombic efficiency obtained at
60°C in ether solutions compared to the results at room temperature.90

We note that high temperatures can also be achieved at current densities
near 15 mA/cm2, 25 times higher than for our model.91 However,
these high temperature results may not directly relate to the room
temperature experiments modeled here.3

Approximations, assumptions, and limitations.—Our calcula-
tions are subject to a number of approximations, assumptions, and
limitations, some of which are discussed here.

Viscoelastic and viscoplastic deformation of the separator.—Vis-
coelastic and viscoplastic deformation of the nanoporous polypropy-
lene separator may further enhance the effective flattening of the
Li-separator interface and corresponding uniformity of stress state.
This is because the creep deformation of the separator may collapse
the pore network, inhibiting ion transport through the separator in high
stress regions, while enhancing plating in contact-free or low-stress
locations. Such an effect has been documented in conventional Li-ion
batteries and has been suggested as a mechanism for mechanically-
induced capacity fade.59,92–96 Indeed, scanning electron images of
stress-induced separator pore collapse show that the collapse is spa-
tially heterogeneous – an effect that may be attributable to the het-
erogeneous asperity contact. Such behavior could be confirmed with
two complementary experiments: (1) a rigid counter surface (e.g. sap-
phire) with different levels of surface roughness (from polishing or
from lithography), can be loaded against separators and the subse-
quent spatial pore density can be measured via a scanning electron
microscope as in Ref. 92; and (2) a separator can be uniformly com-
pressed to achieve various fractions of collapse, and its ionic transport
properties can be measured.
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Figure 10. (a) Surface stress contours on Li, and (b) gap contours between the separator and cathode for external pressures of P = 50, 200, and 300 kPa, and a Li
thickness of hLi = 10μm, other conditions are same as those in Figure 5. White areas area in contact (gap = 0).

Pressurization of the electrolyte.—A key assumption in the present
analysis is that the electrolyte escapes freely from contacting regions
of the interface during deformation, and that there is no poroelastic
transfer of stress through the liquid. These assumptions should be
acceptable, especially at low-moderate contact pressures, given the
apparent connectivity in gaps shown in Figure 5. Yet in this figure,
there are some islands of contact gap even at low contact pressure,
and the degree of percolation deteriorates further at higher pressures.
Subsequent creep of the Li or separator could further reduce percola-
tion pathways and increase the possibility of pressurization of trapped

Figure 11. The area in contact as a function of the external pressure. Black
line for Li-separator interface, red line for separator-cathode interface.

electrolyte. Even without fully trapped electrolyte, the Poiseuille equa-
tion indicates that electrolyte pressurization may become significant
for pore diameters below several tens of nm. Under these circum-
stances, an internal hydrostatic pressure and smoothing of the stress
distribution in the underlying Li may occur. One way to evaluate the
contribution of electrolyte pressurization would be to evaluate stress-
induced separator pore collapse with and without electrolyte present.
Like the experiment described in the previous section, the counterface
could be a nondeformable smooth solid such as sapphire, eliminating
the complexity of rough Li surfaces. If the electrolyte is trapped, it
will suppress pore collapse leading to larger pores in the electrolyte-
containing separator compared to the dry separator. Assuming that
pore collapse is suppressed to some extent, the degree of pore col-
lapse can be used in conjunction with the properties of the separator
to estimate the effective pressure sustained in the electrolyte.

Li properties.—Li metal has been treated as an elastic-perfectly-
plastic material with creep, which is valid58 for low strain rates (≤ 3×
10−4s−1) for pure Li. Analyses that include strain-hardening behavior,
relevant for high strain rates,58 may show significant effects during
fast charging.

It may be possible to use true, evolving Li surfaces, rather than the
idealized Li surfaces analyzed here, once data along these lines37 is
available for cells under pressure.

Conclusions

A 3D electrochemical/contact model has been developed for under-
standing the effects on plating of Li surface and sub-surface stresses at
micro-to-macro scales for electrodes with realistically rough surfaces
and under a packing force. This model has a sandwich strucure, con-
taining the Li-separator and separator-cathode interfaces; it considers
the Li metal as a rough, elastic-perfectly-plastic material with creep
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Figure 12. Fraction in Li-separator contact for constant packing pressure P = 500, 1000, 2000kPa.

and the cathode as a rough rigid matererial; it includes the effects of
rough surface interactions together with Li plating/stripping.

Our results reveal that contact between the Li metal and the sepa-
rator is far from conformal, even under high external pressures. Yet,
experiment shows3 that moderate (hundreds of kPa or less) pressures
can inhibit growth of Li protrusions, even when the Li protrusion
pushes against thin, soft separators. We suggest that flattening of the
Li surface can occur with sufficiently high asperity stresses because

of an overpotential, creep, and possible pore closure. The higher the
current density, the higher the packing pressure needs to be in order
create flat Li surfaces in plating/stripping.

We conclude with two thoughts. First, measurements of mechanical
properties of Li that has been electroplated in a battery environment
are needed. Second, while conformal contact is not necessary to limit
dendrite growth, control of cathode roughness may provide a way to
inhibit dendrite growth and result in a longer cell life.

Figure 13. Fraction in Li-separator contact for packing pressure from 0–2000kPa.
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